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We looked for available BIG magnets

The Axicell magnets of the MFTF-B

Were considered. > Too big

The NASA SUMMA magnets were a 

better contender. But flooding the 

whole system with superfluid helium 

is impractical, and no access the 

cavity and electronics without cavity and electronics without 

warming everything up.  

Way too time consuming.



Then the present design emerged, 

with efficient use of Helium,

The cavity can be lifted out without 

warming up the magnet.

The overall height of the cryostat 

was dictated by the freeway bridges 

and the door into the LLNL building.

Wang NMR in Livermore built a new Wang NMR in Livermore built a new 

8 Tesla magnet to spec.

A few facts:

Superconducting coil weighs 6 tons.

Hoop force in the coil is 1200 tons.

Compressive force in the midplane

is 800 tons.



The 11 ton magnet was delivered in pouring rain…  

And it survived the old railroad crossing at 55 miles per hour !



The Livermore riggers lower the magnet into the tight fitting pit.

No access to the high field, no hazard…



The magnetic field if a straight solenoid is NOT flat.

But it is the best configuration to maximize the Axion signal.



Starting in Feb 1996, 

the Axion experiment 

ran at 1.2 Kelvin 

uninterrupted for more 

than a year, and then 

with 90% data time.

The cavity is made 

from SS316 and a 

thin UBAC organic 

and annealed 

We built the Axion experiment from start of funding to data taking in about 18 months.

The cavity towerThe two tuning rods to steer 

around mode crossings

and annealed 

copper coating. A 

magnet quench 

would destroy a 

copper or 

aluminum cavity or 

thermal shield.



The huge compression force 

in the top cavity flange is 

The big cavity had a warm stepping motor driven 

anti-backlash gear drive.

Need to run the gears while cooling down !   

Otherwise one has H2 ice crystals on the gears. 

It worked….

in the top cavity flange is 

needed to crush the copper 

oxide later.

Otherwise the Q is nowhere 

near the 250000 we 

achieved.

The antenna insertion is 

motorized to keep it at 50 

Ohm



Chris designed our AXION  T-shirt.



It was a long time ago………   already planning for the upgrades.



The early AXION Collaboration.



MIT built the microwave Heterodyne receiver system.

The Q-resonance scan is done just before each scan with a network analyzer, 

to keep the 100 kHz bandpass filters and FFT on center.

We also built the Megachannel FFT to search for narrow AXION signals. 

0.01 Hz resolution at 700 MHz.



We slowly scanned the 

frequency and 

summed up the 

spectra.

A real Axion signal has 

to follow the Q-curve, 

noise is off-Q

(statistical) Candidates 

above a sigma of 2.7 above a sigma of 2.7 

were rescanned to 

optimize scan rate.

A real Axion has to 

vanish with B=0.

We saw quite a few 

radio sources and 

other atomic clocks !Darrin Kinion was the master of Labview programming.



We got a lot of publicity mileage out of the early data runs.



A proud 

achievement





During data taking, we worked on the upgrade, a 4-cavity array for higher frequencies..

We tried out the new piezo driven tuning. There was no room for mechanical gears  on 

the small cavities.

And the tuning rod motion per step is only about 100 atoms !  A challenge.



After initial difficulties, the piezo tuning worked.  The tuning rods hang directly on drive disc.

With 10 nm motions, all material behaves like rubber….



The 

compensation 

coil is pushed up 

with a 5 ton 

force.

In about 1998, we already had an eye on a squid system. 

Developed at LBL by Clark and Co.

It requires a zero field region just above the 8 Tesla magnet. 

Stable to femto-Gauss and less than 1 mGauss.





We came up with a few ideas how to implement a squid, and later a dilution fridge.



Some more thought we had.



Radio shielding is essential

And microphonics shielding.



If one tries to push the limit, nature shows you the limit…..



And quantum noise studies in B282

From neutrinos to Axions….

And quantum noise studies in B282


